Pets

Throughout history, animals have played a key role in human
life. People have come to depend on animals for food, clothing,
and transportation. At many times throughout history, and in
many cultures around the world, animals were also the focus
of religious worship.

In prehistoric times, the relationship between
primitive man and animals was that of hunter
and prey. People viewed animals primarily as
a source of food and skins for clothing.

c.7500 BC
A cat resembling an African wildcat is buried
with a human on the Mediterranean
island of Cyprus. This early evidence
suggests that cats were first domesticated
in the Fertile Crescent (where the African
and Eurasian continents meet) and later
brought as pets to Cyprus and Egypt.

The first animal to make the transition from the wild to the domesticated state was the wolf, the common
ancestor of all modern-day dogs. This occurred at least 12,000–14,000 years ago when people discovered that
young wolf cubs that remained subordinate to humans as adults could be trained.
c.AD 500–1500
Pets are not uncommon in Europe during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance but they are kept for the most
part by wealthy households. Near the end of this period the word "pet" (from "petty" as in small) is introduced
into English.

10000 BC
In what is now Israel, a puppy is buried cradled in the hand of a human. It's the earliest clear evidence we have
that humans and dogs, which 2,000 years earlier had been domesticated Asian wolves, share a special bond.
Pet ownership by the ruling or noble classes has a long history, dating back at least as far as ancient Egyptian
times. Murals from this era depict pharaohs keeping companion animals. Many generations of Chinese
emperors kept dogs that, as puppies, were often suckled by human wet nurses, and as adults were tended to by
their own servants. Greek and Roman nobility were also avid pet keepers.

1493
On his return from South America the explorer Christopher
Columbus brings Queen Isabella of Spain a pair of Cuban
Amazon parrots.
1542–1567
Before she is forced to abdicate her throne Mary Stuart
(Queen of Scots) surrounds herself with an entourage of tiny
dogs dressed in blue velvet suits. According to legend, when
she was beheaded in 1587 a tiny pet dog was hiding inside
Mary's dress.
1877
English author Anna Sewell publishes Black Beauty, one of the
best–selling books of all time. Her sympathy for working
animals led to kinder treatment.

Earliest known
portrait of a
Guinea pig

1944
Susan, a Pembroke corgi, is given to our future Queen as a gift for her 18th
birthday from her father King George VI. Even today all of the Queen's many
corgis and dorgis (which are across between corgis and dachshunds) are
descended from Susan.
1957 - 3rd November
A stray dog called Laika became the first living thing in space when she
orbited the earth in the Soviet Sputnik 2 satellite - but lived for only minutes
after launch.

The Soviet Union fires a dog, Laika, into space on the Sputnik 2.

Between August 1914 and December 1917 more than1,850,000
horses and mules were treated in veterinary hospitals and 80 per
cent treated were returned fit for duty

2.5 million injured animals admitted to the Army Veterinary Corps
during the First World War

It is estimated that 484,143 British horses, mules, camels and
bullocks died between 1914 and 1918. And many hundreds of
dogs, carrier pigeons and other animals also died on various fronts.
Many of our inspectors lost their lives in their attempts to save
animals forced to participate in war.
First a story now a best selling film

1978
The animated film Watership Down
spurred an interest in keeping
rabbits as pets.

Books about pets/animals

No shortage of books connected
with pets

Walking companions

Rin Tin Tin was a rescued puppy from a WW1 battle field, by an American soldier, who trained him, he appeared in 27 silent
movies, died in 1932

The first service animal training schools were established in Germany
during WW1 to enhance the mobility of returning veterans who were
blinded in combat, but interest in service animals outside of Germany
did not become widespread until an American dog breeder living in
Switzerland, wrote a first-hand account about a service animal training
school in Potsdam, Germany, that was published in 1927.
The first service animals in Great Britain were German shepherds on
the 6 October 1931
The Guide Dogs for the Blind Association (known as Guide Dogs) is
a charitable organisation founded in 1934.
The guide dog service provides a blind or partially sighted person with a
guide dog. These dogs are born in the home of a volunteer brood
female dog holder then move to the home of a volunteer puppy walker
when six weeks old. After 12 to 14 months the dogs will move to a
specialist trainer, where they train for around 26 weeks to gain the skills
they need. This includes three to five weeks of intensive work with their
new owner.

There are currently 4,800 working guide dog partnerships in the UK

Local donkey visits care
home in Leeds

Most children seem
to like animals our
youngest grandson
just loves all animals

Pets for therapy

Ellie and Ettie are hospital
visitors and were able to visit
their owner Jo’s grandfather
when he was in hospital.

Pets used as therepy

Since a car accident, which left Fitzgerald unable
to walk for 4 months, Daniel, the duck has
accompanied Fitzgerald everywhere, mostly car
rides. Monday had been Daniel’s first time flying
on a plane (or flying, period). She provided a
note to the airline from her doctor, who has said
it is in Fitzgerald’s best interest to have Daniel
around for support, but otherwise had a smooth
trip. The crew on their first leg, before their
connecting flight to Asheville, even insisted on
posing for pictures with Daniel and presenting
him with a “Certificate of First Flight.”

Set at the Waratah
National Park in
Australia, the series
follows the
adventures of Sonny
Hammond, the son
of the park ranger,
and his female pet
kangaroo Skippy, as
they help to protect
the game preserve.
First episode was in
1966

Wensleydale Cheese. Has it been made more
popular through the film?
Only cheese that could be said with mouths,
an elderly lady told me. A Grand day Out made in 1989

Bernie winters
with older
brother Mike +
Bernie’s St
Bernard dog
Schnorbitz

Lord Grantham’s yellow Labrador in Downton Abbey killed off because of his name ISIS, he was
actually named after an Egyptian goddess

Rod Hull and Emu, Paul O
Grady with Buster, in his
tea time show, and then for the love of Dogs,
Barbara Woodhouse, born
in Ireland, a dog trainer,
1980’s series made her
famous

Unusual pets

In California, LeBlanc
with his three
children, Shelby the
python and a monitor
lizard in Anaheim. 'My
kids have been bitten
by pythons and
dragons but they're
always fine,' he said

Pigeons – breast cancer, Mice – bird flu, Rats tuberculosis killed 1.1 million in 2014, Fruit flies – Cancer, Dogs – lots
of things – 88% accuracy of breast cancer, 99% accuracy lung cancer

Animals used to diagnose diseases

Sometimes dogs can rescue their owners from death even when
the threat is not immediate. Maureen Burns thought it was rather
strange when Max started acting more reclusive and kept smelling
her breath and nudging her right breast with his nose. Eventually,
she thought Max might be trying to tell her something, so she
performed a self-exam of her breast and noticed a small lump.
While the growth was too small to show up on a mammogram,
Maureen was certain that Max knew something was wrong, so she
asked the doctors to do a biopsy. The results came back showing
malignant cancer. Because Max pushed her to get attention in
time, she was able to get treatment and take care of the lump
before it threatened her life. She says that if it weren’t for her dog,
she may have found out too late and passed away as a result.

Founded in a London coffee shop in 1824. The men present knew they were creating the world’s
first animal welfare charity, but they couldn’t have imagined the size and shape that the charity
would become today.
Originally called the SPCA - Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. Royal patronage
followed in 1837 and Queen Victoria gave permission to add the royal R in 1840, making them the
RSPCA as known today.

Oreo the cat woke family up
when house was on fire, Treo,
the bomb sniffing search dog,
Incredible event occurred in
2005 in Ethiopia after the 12year-old girl on the way home
from school were kidnapped by
four men. A few days later, the
group met three lions that
chased the kidnappers left the
girl and not causing her any
harm. When the police finally
found the girl of predators left.
Some experts believe that the
lions may have spared the girl
because her crying was like the
mewing of a lion cub. In 1919, a
ship called “Ethie” c 93 sailors
on Board during a violent storm
crashed into cliffs and ran
aground.

Seeing eye dogs are pretty amazing in their own right,
but Dorado set a whole new bar for when he led his
blind owner down seventy flights of stairs just in time
to save him from being another victim of the 2001
attacks on the World Trade Centre.
When Omar Eduardo Rivera heard the glass breaking
and smelled the smoke, he resigned himself to being
stuck in the building and he released Dorado from his
harness and told him to go. The dog got swept away in
the crowd of people, but he eventually made his way
back to his master and faithfully guided him down all
seventy flights of stairs.

Britain is a nation of animal lovers. And we amply demonstrate that love by splashing out nearly £7.16 bn a year on our
pets
According to TotallyMoney.com’s research, the slow and steady tortoise costs £25,787 over its average of 75 years.

The UK's most expensive pets after the tortoise, according to the research, are:
• Small dog: £19,224 over 15 years
• Large dog: £17,234 over 11.5 years
• Medium dog: £16,828 over 11.5 years
• Cat: £12,322 over 16 years.
For the 35% of fish-owners who claim their aquatic pet makes them feel more relaxed, there is some good news: goldfish
are the UK's most affordable pet. With costs amounting to £914 over a typical 7.5 years, this soothing species is the
ultimate low-cost pet option.
• UK pet owners spend an average of £472.2 a year on their pet
• 79% of UK pet owners say that their pet makes them feel happy
• 90% of UK pet owners consider their pet to a part of the family
• More UK males would take their pet on holiday with them than UK females
• 45% of hamster owners would consider paying more for their pet’s healthcare than their own
• 51% of dog owners would consider paying more for their pet’s healthcare than their own.
When the NHS was launched in 1948, it had a budget of £437 million (roughly £15 billion at today's value).
For 2015/16, the overall NHS budget was around £116.4 billion

